
Jane Austen Essay Contest 2017 
(Information seulement disponible en Anglais) 

Students interested in the life and works of Jane Austen are encouraged to enter.  The Essay Contest is 

open to students world-wide at the high school, college/university, and graduate school levels of study.  

Entrants do not need to be members of JASNA. Essay Contest Topic: In keeping with the theme of our 

annual meeting, “Jane Austen in Paradise: Intimations of Immortality,” JASNA is looking for essays that 

address the following: Imagine that you are adapting an Austen novel for stage or film.  What elements 

might you be tempted to change—especially for a modern audience—that should not be tampered with 

if the integrity of the work is to be preserved?  These elements could be scenes, characters, dialogue or 

something else.  Explain why they are so crucial to the novel.  How does what can and cannot be 

changed shed light on Austen’s popularity and influence? 

Eligible Fields of Study: Any 

Type(s) of program: high school; B.A.; M.A.; PhD 

Further Criteria:  

 Students must be enrolled full-time or part-time in coursework during one or more 

semesters/quarters of the contest year. Home-schooled students at the high school level are 

also eligible.  Part-time is defined for the college/university level as a minimum of six credit 

hours and for the graduate level as a minimum of three credit hours leading to an advanced 

degree. 

 Entries must be submitted by the student on the official Essay Contest entry website. Duplicate 

entries are not allowed, but a successful submission will be confirmed by e-mail to the address 

supplied. 

 The student must complete the entry form, which includes a stipulation that the essay is the 

student’s original work and has not been published elsewhere. 

 Entries may include a statement about the student’s mentor; however, a mentor statement is 

not required. 

 Contest judging is conducted anonymously.  Personal information about the student, school, 

and mentor must appear ONLY on the entry form and not in the essay.  Make sure your 

software does not automatically put your name on each page. 

Value: $ 250 - $ 1000 

Application Deadline: May 21st 2017 

For further information, please consult http://jasna.org/essaycontest/index.html 
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